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1/ Super Happy Fun America's Sue Ianni has a Crystal Transport bus taking the

Straight Pride group to Washington, DC, for 1/6/21, where they attacked protesters

in July 2019.

Call Crystal Transport at 617-787-1544 and ask them not to support hate.

❤■■■

2/ Super Happy Fun America has a long history of violence.

Last time they traveled to DC, one of their members, Brandon Sullivan, threatened Black Lives Matter activists and attacked

an antifascist who tried to deescalate.

https://t.co/bE4zlkbnqX

THREAD: A previously unidentified man at the 7/6 Rally for Free Speech in DC threatened BLM protesters and

punched an antifascist.

His name is Brandon Sullivan, of Arlington, MA, and he was with Super Happy Fun America, the group sponsoring

the Straight Pride Parade in Boston. pic.twitter.com/KEKMeR7ZMW

— AntiFash Gordon (@AntiFashGordon) July 16, 2019

3/ In July 2019, Brandon traveled to DC with Super Happy Fun America organizer Samson Racioppi, and SHFA and Patriot

Saints associate Danny Gilbertson.

https://t.co/z5k9BkklRA

7/ In a livestream on the drive back to Massachusetts, Super Happy Fun America's Samson Racioppi (on the left,

sunglasses and green shirt) asks Brandon about the incident, who admits that he was in a "scuffle," but curiously

declines to elaborate on the details. pic.twitter.com/0MMDO0hr6E

— AntiFash Gordon (@AntiFashGordon) July 16, 2019

4/ Super Happy Fun America has a long history of violence. 
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Under their former name in 2018, Resist Marxism, they hosted a rally in Providence where 16 Proud Boys providing

"security" crossed a police line to attack protesters. 

https://t.co/G73eAlcgdM

5/ They planned a return to Providence in the spring of 2019. Their private chats were leaked, showing violent hate groups

like the Proud Boys and the American Guard trading pictures of the weapons they planned to assault activists with.

https://t.co/Lqj8nMM1eI

6/ One member of their security team, Wilbert Leroy "Shaun" Hufton, planned to assassinate me at the rally, even choosing

the caliber of weapon he'd use.

7/ Nonetheless, several months later, Super Happy Fun America asked Hufton to be part of the personal security detail they

arranged for Straight Pride Parade Grand Marshal Milo Yiannopoulos.
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8/ The people of Washington, DC, are seeing violent far-right groups travel from out-of-state to attack residents.

Super Happy Fun America is one of those groups, and they're using Crystal Charters.

Call 617-787-1544 and urge them not to do business with violent hate groups.

9/ The bus leaves Newton, MA at 7:45 p.m. EST tonight, so if you're seeing this before then, call Crystal Charters at

617-787-1544 and urge them not to support a violent hate group like Super Happy Fun America.

10/ The police won't protect us here. In December, they watched as the Proud Boys attacked residents of DC and

vandalized a Black church.

Who protects us?

We protect us.

❤■■■

11/ UPDATE: Crystal Transport tells me that the bus has been cancelled.

Thank you to everyone who called! Your phone calls mean that one fewer bus of violent chuds is going to DC tomorrow.

This is *exactly* what I mean when I say that we protect us.

❤■■■
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